
• This will help your agency make sure that you’re in compliance with the new 
NWCEMSS “D4” policy.  Remember that CARS updated this rule to have the PCR “Lock 
On Post” from Elite Field.  Locking the PCR will trigger the “Audit Trail” in ImageTrend.  
The audit trail helps track any changes made to the PCR (Examples how to get to the 
audit trail at the end of this document).

• When a change occurs in the PCR after “POSTING” a FIELD LEVEL AUDIT tracks any 
change made (VS, Narrative, Etc.)  This change however does not document “why” 
the change occurred.  An explanation can be put in under “Addendum” or 
documented in the Narrative of the PCR.

• In the future, there is a plan to make an incident status that locks out a user from 
going in and making changes should the PCR be subpoenaed.

• There is no way for ImageTrend to “Bulk” or “Batch” change a users permission level 
setting.  It has to be done individually by the agency administrator.

• More information can be found at the ImageTrend University regarding the usage of 
“Locking Workflow Settings”.

Setting the New Permission Levels **Updated**



Setting the New Permission Levels

Make sure your agency appears, then go to USERS.



To make it easier, sort these permission levels first.  The one 
outlined in RED is OLD, we want to use the new levels on the next 
slide.



These are the new levels we should be using.  Remember, the 
“UNLOCK” permission lets the user unlock the PCR provided they 
were set to the CREW ID on the form.  The AGENCY ADMIN will 
have the same privileges as before.  This does not effect CQI 
users.



Please use the Agency User + CQI for Lt’s. & Acting Lt’s. or field 
supervisor/station managers as this will allow for that group to 
unlock and see all PCR’s for further review or CQI.



Setting locking on “POST”



Elite Field General Settings then “lock on post”  The rest of these 
settings are at the agencies discretion.  This is what AHFD has this 
set to for example. 



Finish Incident Settings are at agency discretion.  You may have to 
evaluate how your agency uses this.  An AHFD example is here, as 
AHFD doesn’t use the finishing workflow.



Set the New Permission Levels



It is suggested that these be set to one (1), again this setting is at 
agency discretion and should be according to your own agency 
workflow.



To view the audit trail start by getting to your incident history list and 
then clicking on the “clock” icon on the PCR you want to view.



Once you click on the “Clock” icon button, it will bring to the audit report 
viewer where you can see PCR changes, when it was posted, and the like.  
Try switching back and forth from “Incident Audit to Field Value” reports 
and note the differences.  It’s located in the upper right of the screen.
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